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ABSTRACT

The strongly eddying version of the Parallel Ocean Program (POP) is used in two 45-yr simulations to

investigate the response of the Atlantic meridional overturning circulation (AMOC) to strongly enhanced

freshwater input due to Greenland melting, with an integrated flux of 0.5 Sverdrups (Sv; 1 Sv [ 106m3 s21).

For comparison, a similar set of experiments is performed using a noneddying version of POP. The aim is to

identify the signature of the salt advection feedback in the two configurations. For this reason, surface salinity

is not restored in these experiments. The freshwater input leads to a quantitatively comparable reduction of

the overturning strength in the two models. To examine the importance of transient effects in the relation

betweenAMOC strength and density distribution, the results of the eddy-resolvingmodel are related to water

mass transformation theory. The freshwater forcing leads to a reduction of the rate of light to dense water

conversion in the North Atlantic, but there is no change in dense to light transformation elsewhere, implying

that high density layers are continuously deflating. The main focus of the paper is on the effect of the AMOC

reduction on the basinwide advection of freshwater. The low-resolution model results show a change of the

net freshwater advection that is consistent with the salt advection feedback. However, for the eddy-resolving

model, the net freshwater advection into the Atlantic basin appears to be unaffected, despite the significant

change in the large-scale velocity structure.

1. Introduction

Computational resources put constraints on the res-

olution that can be used for the ocean component of

a global climate model (GCM). At the moment, typical

horizontal grid spacing for such a model is 18. This is too
coarse to resolve the first baroclinic Rossby radius of

deformation, which is a fundamental horizontal scale

of mesoscale processes. As a result, the representation

of the oceans in a GCM is significantly different from

observations in several crucial aspects. For example, the

data presented by Bower et al. (2009) show that recently

formed deep water follows irregular interior pathways.

This provides more detail to the idea that this water

flows southward as part of a relatively steady, coherent

deep western boundary current, such as is suggested by

coarse-resolution ocean models (Drijfhout et al. 1996).

The trajectories taken by water parcels are much better

represented in a high-resolution, eddy-resolving model

(Bower et al. 2009). As a result, low-resolution models

may provide incorrect estimates of the ocean’s sensi-

tivity to external forcing. In this paper, we address the

response of the Atlantic meridional overturning circu-

lation (AMOC) to anomalous high-latitude freshwater

forcing.
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Motivation for this study is the results by Weijer et al.

(2012), who used the Parallel Ocean Program (POP)

in two configurations, with horizontal resolutions of 18
and 0.18, respectively. It was shown that the transient

response to the addition of 0.1 Sverdrups (Sv; 1 Sv [
106m3 s21) of freshwater is significantly different be-

tween the two configurations. In the low-resolution

version of themodel, theAMOC strength levels off after

a rapid initial decline, while in the high-resolution con-

figuration, the AMOC decline is more gradual and

persistent. In addition, only in the high-resolution con-

figuration is the response found to depend strongly on

where the anomalous freshwater forcing is applied. As

shown in Weijer et al. (2012), the initial (first 20 yr) de-

cline of theAMOC in these simulations can be related to

the behavior of convection, meaning that the efficiency

of the anomalous freshwater transport to the sites of

convection is an important factor in explaining the dif-

ferences between the simulations (Marsh et al. 2010). In

the present paper, we continue the analysis of Weijer

et al. (2012), but instead focus on differences between

the two configurations in processes acting at the scale

of the basin. Specifically, we frame the discussion around

the question of what the signature of the so-called salt

advection feedback is in the high-resolution configuration

and whether it differs from that in the low-resolution

version of the model.

The concept of the salt advection feedback is com-

monly illustrated with a two-box model, as originally

proposed by Stommel (1961). The basic idea is that the

overturning is proportional to a meridional density gra-

dient, while, in turn, the overturning enhances the me-

ridional density gradient by reducing the salinity gradient.

The temperature advection feedback is commonly as-

sumed to be less important due to the strong damping

of temperature anomalies by the atmosphere. Whether

the three-dimensional ocean circulation has analogous

dynamics is not a simple question. In coarse-resolution

ocean–climate models, the salt advection feedback is

found to be responsible for the existence of multiple

equilibria (Rahmstorf 2000). Hence, abrupt transitions

between different states may occur in these models.

The possibility of any future transition of the AMOC

strongly motivates the study of the response of the AMOC

on freshwater perturbations. The results of these studies

can also be important for the interpretation of rapid

climate changes in the past, the Dansgaard–Oeschger

and Heinrich events, as derived from ice-core records

(Alley et al. 2003). However, because of computational

constraints, the detection of multiple equilibria is cur-

rently not feasible for global eddying models.

Quite recently, it has been suggested that the sign of

the freshwater transport by the AMOC at 358S, indicated

by Mov, may serve as an indicator of possible multiple

states of the AMOC (Rahmstorf 1996; De Vries and

Weber 2005; Dijkstra 2007; Huisman et al. 2010; Drijfhout

et al. 2011; Hawkins et al. 2011). WhenMov is positive in

the present-day equilibrium state, the salt advection

feedback is stabilizing the AMOC, while when Mov is

negative, it means that the salt advection feedback is

destabilizing the AMOC. This suggests that Mov is the

relevant quantity related to the advective salt transport

in the Stommel (1961) box model. Inverse modeling

(Weijer et al. 1999) and direct observations (Bryden

et al. 2011) suggest that the overturning circulation is

exporting freshwater from the Atlantic, that is,Mov , 0.

In Huisman et al. (2010), the connection between the

transient response of the AMOC to freshwater anoma-

lies and the sign of Mov of the (initial) equilibrium state

was investigated. It was found that the impact of the salt

advection feedback on the AMOC can already be de-

termined from the transient development of the fresh-

water budget at 358S. Therefore, the approach taken in

this paper is to examine the connection between the

conceptualmodel of Stommel (1961) and the noneddying

and eddy-resolving versions of POP, using transient de-

cadal time-scale simulations of the response to anoma-

lous freshwater forcing.

As anomalous freshwater forcing, we consider en-

hanced runoff from the Greenland Ice Sheet (GrIS).

Observations indicate that the mass balance of the ice

sheet is currently negative (Rignot et al. 2011), while

future projections suggest that discharge from the GrIS

will increase further in the course of the twenty-first

century (Mernild et al. 2010). However, our aim is not to

provide a realistic GrIS melting scenario but to isolate

the oceanic response to a large freshwater perturbation

with a realistic pattern. We therefore enhance the am-

plitude of the GrIS discharge to 0.5 Sv.

Scenarios more relevant for future climate change

have been explored extensively in low-resolution models

and may be compared to the results with the noneddying

version of POP that will be described here. For example,

using the Modular Ocean Model (MOM) at a horizontal

resolution of about 28, Gerdes et al. (2006) investigated

the role of different ocean–atmosphere boundary condi-

tions in determining the response of the Atlantic to GrIS

freshwater anomalies. They show that the strength of the

AMOC decreases by about 50% in 100 yr in response to

an integrated freshwater perturbation of 0.1 Sv. Further-

more, Stammer (2008) uses theMassachusetts Institute of

Technology General Circulation Model (MITgcm) at a

horizontal resolution of 18 in a 50-yr simulation with en-

hanced runoff from Greenland (the integrated flux is not

provided). Jungclaus et al. (2006) consider the AMOC

change in the ECHAM5-OceanModel, version 1 (OM1)
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(1.58 horizontal circulation in the ocean model), under

different scenarios of GrIS melting and greenhouse

forcing. For highmelting estimates, theAMOC reduction

is about 42%, compared to 30% for the Special Report on

Emissions Scenarios A1B (SRES-A1B) scenario only.

The paper of Hu et al. (2009) considers the effect of en-

hanced GrIS melting in transient simulations with the

Community Climate System Model (CCSM), version 3,

under the SRES-A1B scenario. Note that the ocean

component of CCSM is POP, which is configured at the

same 18 horizontal resolution as considered in this study.

In Hu et al. (2009), the AMOC strength decreases by

about 50% in 2100, but only when the GrIS melting flux

is very strong, being 0.3 Sv in 2100.

A description of themodel and the simulations used in

this study is given in section 2. The response of the

AMOC to the freshwater perturbation is presented in

section 3. Section 4 discusses the relation of the AMOC

to the meridional density distribution, and in section 5,

the role of the AMOC in the freshwater budget of the

Atlantic is analyzed. The paper concludes with a sum-

mary and discussion in section 6.

2. Model and simulations

The global simulations described here are performed

using POP (Dukowicz and Smith 1994), developed at

LosAlamosNational Laboratory.We consider the same

two configurations as Weijer et al. (2012). The strongly

eddying configuration, indicated by R0.1, has a nominal

horizontal resolution of 0.18 and is the same as that used

by Maltrud et al. (2010). The low-resolution configura-

tion (x1), on the other hand, has the nominal 18 hori-
zontal resolution of CCSM. The two versions of the

model are configured to be consistent with each other,

where possible. There are, however, some notable dif-

ferences, which are discussed in full in the supplemen-

tary material of Weijer et al. (2012). Here, we note that

the R0.1 configuration has a tripolar grid layout (Murray

1996) with poles in Canada and Russia, while the x1

configuration is based on a grid with two poles, with the

northern pole placed onto Greenland. In the R0.1 con-

figuration, the model has 42 nonequidistant z levels,

increasing in thickness from 10m just below the upper

boundary to 250m just above the lower boundary at

6000-m depth. In addition, bottom topography is dis-

cretized using partial bottom cells, creating a more ac-

curate and smoother representation of topographic

slopes. In contrast, in the x1 configuration the bottom is

placed at 5500-m depth, there are 40 levels (with the

same spacing as in R0.1), and the partial bottom cell

approach is not used.

Since this study focuses on the impact of explicitly

resolved mesoscale transports on the decadal response

of the global ocean to freshwater flux perturbations, we

restrict the time scales introduced by the surface forcing to

seasonal. The atmospheric state is based on the repeat

annual cycle (normal year) Co-ordinated Ocean–Ice Ref-

erence Experiments (CORE; see http://www.clivar.org/

wgomd/core/core-1)-forcing dataset (Large and Ye-

ager 2004), with the 6-hourly forcing averaged to

monthly. Wind stress is calculated offline using the

Hurrell sea surface temperature (SST) climatology

(Hurrell et al. 2008) and standard bulk formulae. Evap-

oration and sensible heat flux are calculated online using

bulk formulae and the model predicted SST. Precip-

itation is also taken from the CORE-forcing dataset.

Monthly river runoff from 46 major rivers (Fekete et al.

2000) is added to the freshwater flux at the locations of

the actual outflow, with the remaining runoff distributed

evenly along the coasts of all of the continents. In the

model all freshwater fluxes are converted to equivalent

virtual salt fluxes, so that no volume flux is associated

with them. In the presentation of our results, though, we

refer to these salt fluxes as if freshwater is exchanged

across the upper boundary of the model. Ice cover is

prescribed based on the 21.88C isoline of the SST cli-

matology, with both temperature and salinity restored

on a time scale of 30 days under diagnosed climatolog-

ical ice. Consequently, whereas in reality the distribu-

tion of sea ice may respond to changes in the surface

circulation of the Arctic and subpolar regions, thus

modifying the magnitude and pattern of ice–ocean heat

and freshwater exchange, this feedback is not repre-

sented in the simulations described here.

Our R0.1 experiments branch off from the end of year

75 of a simulation spun up from rest, the results of which

are described in Maltrud et al. (2010). In this spinup

integration global salinity drift was controlled by ap-

plying a relaxation condition with a time scale of 1 yr to

the surface salinity in the open ocean, additional to the

climatological precipitation, (SST dependent) evapora-

tion, and runoff specified above. Because such forcing

would artificially remove salinity perturbations (Marsh

et al. 2010), the dependence of the salt flux on sea sur-

face salinity is removed in the experiments described

here. This is done by diagnosing the salt flux implied by

the restoring condition from the next 5 yr (years 76–80)

of the spinup simulation and adding the result to the

climatological fluxes. The annual-mean field of the total

flux is plotted in Fig. 1a and shows a good agreement

with observations [e.g., the Hamburg Ocean Atmo-

sphere Parameters and Fluxes from Satellite Data

(HOAPS) as in Fig. 16 of Andersson et al. (2010)].

In contrast to the R0.1 configuration, in the x1 config-

uration the integrated freshwater budget of the Atlantic

and Arctic Oceans (discussed in section 5 below) does
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not reach equilibrium within a 75-yr spinup. Therefore,

for x1 a sufficiently equilibrated state is obtained by

integrating the model for an additional 500 yr under

mixed boundary conditions. The x1 simulations then

branch off from this state.

For both configurations, we present the results of two

experiments: an unperturbed reference simulation

(REF) and an experiment with enhanced runoff from

the GrIS (PERT). The REF experiment with the R0.1

configuration is also used byWeijer et al. (2012), referred

to as C-Mixed in their paper, who present a comparison

with observations in the auxiliary material of their paper.

The anomalous flux in the PERT simulations is applied

throughout the duration of the experiments. Its spa-

tial distribution, shown in Fig. 1b for R0.1, is based on

observed values of runoff and calving (Rignot and

Kanagaratnam 2006). The integrated flux is much larger

than observed, however, varying seasonally around an

annual-mean amplitude of 0.5 Sv and reaching a maxi-

mum amplitude of 0.9 Sv in July. The two simulations are

continued for 45 and 100yr for the R0.1 and x1 configu-

rations, respectively. For all simulations, monthly-mean

data were saved. In addition, daily fields were saved for

the years 76 and 116 for the R0.1 configuration to allow

a better reconstruction of the overturning circulation in

density coordinates (discussed in section 4b below).

3. Overturning circulation

Afirst-order picture of the evolution in the basin-scale

overturning circulation is obtained by calculating the

meridional overturning streamfunction in depth co-

ordinates, given by

C(f, z, t)52r0 cosf

ðl
E

l
W

ðz
2H

y(l,f, z0, t) dz0 dl , (1)

where l is longitude, f is latitude, z is the height above

mean sea level, t is time, and r0 is the radius of Earth.

Furthermore, lW and lE are the (latitude dependent)

longitude of the western and eastern boundary of the

basin, respectively. Finally,H is the local bottom depth,

and y(l, f, z0, t) is the meridional velocity.

First, the results for the x1 simulations are described.

Figure 2a shows the maximum value of C at 26.58N,

which is the latitude of the Rapid Climate Change

(RAPID) observational array (Cunningham et al. 2007).

For the control simulation (REF), the mean is 21 Sv,

which is somewhat stronger than the observations sug-

gest. The root-mean-square deviation is 1.7 Sv, which is

clearly smaller than what is observed (66 Sv). Note that

the annual variance is constant in time, as mechanisms

introducing interannual variability (e.g., through the

forcing or internal instabilities) are not represented in

the x1 version of the model.

The transient response of the AMOC to the fresh-

water perturbation (PERT) is characterized by a rapid

decline in the first 8 yr, followed by a slight resumption

up to year 11, after which the decrease continues until

the end of the simulation. After 45 yr (the duration

of the R0.1 simulations), the AMOC has weakened by

8.5 Sv. Even 100 yr after the onset of the perturbation,

FIG. 1. Annual-mean fields of the seasonally varying virtual salt flux for the R0.1 configuration, converted to units of mmday21 with

positive values indicating evaporation. (a) Reference flux consisting of climatological evaporation, precipitation, and runoff, plus the

diagnosed flux implied by the restoring condition in the spinup integration. Apart from minor changes due to evaporation depending

on SST, this flux is constant throughout the years and the same in both simulations studied. This plot shows the field for year 76 in REF.

(b) Runoff from Greenland as applied in PERT.
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the AMOC strength is still decreasing. The decline of

the AMOC strength is a meridionally coherent signal

(Figs. 2b–d). As a result, it affects the basinwide di-

vergence of freshwater transport, as will be discussed in

section 5.

Next, we discuss the results for the R0.1 configuration.

The strength of the C at 26.58N is plotted in Fig. 3a.

Comparison with Fig. 2 shows that the average strength

of theAMOC in theREF case (22 Sv) is similar to that in

the x1 configuration. The typical 1-yr root-mean square

deviation (about 1.5 Sv) is also comparable. Although

a long-term adjustment to a quasi-equilibrium situation

may still be underway, most of the year-to-year varia-

tions must be attributed to intrinsic variability. Note

here that the surface forcing does not introduce time

scales longer than 1 yr. Because part of the short-term

variability is removed by using monthly-averaged forc-

ing, it is not surprising that the AMOC variability is still

much larger in the observations (66 Sv; Cunningham

et al. 2007) than in the highly eddying version of the

model.

In the R0.1 PERT simulation, the AMOC strength

shows a small decrease in the first 3 yr after the onset of

the freshwater perturbation, attaining an annual-mean

value below the weakest annual-mean strength in REF

in year 78. Only after about 2 decades, however, is there

a persistent, gradual decline in overturning strength,

resulting in an anomaly with respect to the REF ex-

periment that clearly exceeds the intra-annual varia-

tions. A precise explanation of what determines the

timing of the response is outside the scope of this paper.

We note, however, that AMOC variations propagate at

the Kelvin wave speed south of 348N, but at the much

slower advection speed north of that latitude. As a result

there is at least a 6-yr time lag between variations in

Labrador Sea mixed layer depth and AMOC variations

at 26.58N (Zhang 2010). In addition, the access of the

freshwater anomalies to the sites of deep convection is

limited by the narrow boundary currents in the basin

(Marsh et al. 2010; Weijer et al. 2012). The year 120

anomaly of the annual-mean strength equals 210.4 Sv,

exceeding the response in the x1 configuration by about

FIG. 2. TheAMOC for the x1 POP configuration. (top)AMOCstrength at (a) 26.58Nand (b) 348S, diagnosed as the
maximum value ofC [Eq. (1)], which occurs at the depth of about 1 km. In this and subsequent time series plots, the

thick lines are annual-mean values, while the thin lines represent the61-yr root-mean-square deviations. The dashed

line drawn at 45 yr indicates the duration of the corresponding R0.1 simulations. (bottom) Stream functions (contour

interval 2 Sv) of the annual-mean AMOC in PERT for year (c) 1 and (d) 41.
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2 Sv. Furthermore, the anomaly is about 50% larger than

the anomaly in the equivalent simulation with a 0.1-Sv

integrated input of freshwater described byWeijer et al.

(2012).

As will be discussed in section 5, changes in the

AMOC strength are expected to affect the transport of

freshwater at the southern margin of the Atlantic at

348S. Figures 2b and 3b show that for both resolutions,

and for both experiments, the annual-mean strength of

the AMOC at 348S is similar to that at 26.58N, although

intra-annual variability is larger. We further note that

the year-to-year variations in theR0.1 case are smaller at

348S. In PERT, the AMOC strength decreases almost

linearly inR0.1, first reaching an annual-mean value lower

than that seen in REF in year 89.

Comparison of Figs. 3c and 3d shows that there is no

change in the depth of maximum overturning between

year 76 and year 116 of the PERT experiment. This is

also true for the minimum of the streamfunction at

4.5-km depth, representing northward bottom flow, al-

though the strength of this negative cell increases by

roughly 2 Sv between year 76 and year 116. For the x1

simulation (Figs. 2c,d), the pattern also does not change.

For both cases, the rate of overturning has changed, but

the pattern of C is essentially not modified during the

simulation, which suggests that the AMOC does not

experience a transition (collapse) to a different state.

The integration period is, however, quite short, and it is

possible that when the simulation would be continued

that the AMOC would eventually collapse.

4. AMOC strength and density distribution

To investigate how to connect Stommel (1961)’s

conceptual model of the salt advection feedback to the

three-dimensional ocean circulation, as represented here

by the noneddying and eddying versions of POP, we

consider in this section the relation between AMOC

strength and the Atlantic density distribution.

a. Relation between AMOC and meridional
density contrast

As reviewed by, for example, Rahmstorf (1996) and

De Boer et al. (2010), theoretical scaling relations in-

dicate that the AMOC is driven by a meridional density

contrast. Although counterexamples are provided byDe

Boer et al. (2010), there are several model results that

indeed show a positive relation between the AMOC

FIG. 3. As in Fig. 2, but for the R0.1 POP configuration and year (c) 76 and (d) 116.
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strength and meridional density contrast (Rahmstorf

1996; Dijkstra 2008) or meridional pressure difference

(Griesel and Maqueda 2006). The theoretical relations

are based on the assumption of steady-state conditions,

while we apply the concept to transient model results.

However, rather than establishing the validity of the

scaling relation, we want to test whether the salt ad-

vection feedback is involved in the response of the

AMOC. For this to be true, a positive relation between

AMOC strength and meridional density contrast must

also hold on the time scale of the simulations described

here. Note that in the conceptualmodel of Stommel (1961),

the dependence of the flow strength on the meridional

density difference is expressed by a diagnostic relation.

We present here the meridional potential density

contrast (Ds0, referenced to the surface) at a depth of

918m, where the difference is taken between the lat-

itudinal strips 508–558N and 358–408S, as in Rahmstorf

(1996). Figure 4a shows that Ds0 reduces in response to

the freshwater perturbation. When plotted against C,

a positive correlation is evident (Fig. 4b), although the

relation is clearly not linear. Obviously, the positive

correlation does not imply causality, but the result is at

least consistent with the flow law used in Stommel

(1961)’s model. This is, however, not the case for theR0.1

POP model. In Fig. 5a, it is shown that in PERT the

density difference Ds0 even increases in time and be-

comes larger than that of REF. This may seem at odds

with the fact that a freshwater perturbation is applied in

the North Atlantic, which should lead to a density re-

duction. It is, however, caused by densities decreasing

faster in the southern strip than in the northern strip. For

PERT, a correlation holds between Ds0 and the AMOC

strength, but it is opposite to that found in the x1 version

of the model (Fig. 5b). A similar conclusion is reached

based on the computation of meridional density differ-

ences at different depths and on meridional pressure

differences as in Griesel and Maqueda (2006).

b. Watermass transformation theory

The approach taken in the above provides no in-

formation about the importance of transient effects for

the relation between surface densities and the evolution

of the AMOC. We therefore continue the analysis for

the strongly eddying model simulations by relating the

results to water mass transformation theory (Walin

1982; Marsh et al. 2000).

In this analysis, we use the isopycnal overturning

streamfunction, defined as

c(f, b, t)52r0 cosf

ðl
E

l
W

ðz(l,f,b,t)
2H

y(l,f, z, t) dz dl . (2)

Here, b represents a buoyancy variable, and z(l, f, b, t)

is the height of the surface with buoyancy b. In our

analysis potential density referenced to 2000m is used,

that is, b5 s2. In contrast to the evaluation of the depth

coordinate streamfunction C [Eq. (1)], monthly-averaged

data are not sufficient to construct c, due to the time

dependence of the upper limit of integration z. We

therefore restrict the analysis in this subsection to model

FIG. 4. (a) Time series of the meridional density difference Ds0 for the x1 configuration. The figure shows the difference in potential

density (referenced to the surface) between two latitudinal strips [508–558Nand 358–408S; as inRahmstorf (1996)] at amodel level depth of

918m. (b) Relation between AMOC strength at 26.58N and Ds0, based on yearly means. Crosses (3) indicate values from years 1–45,

while circles (s) indicate values from years 46–100. Similar relations hold for other latitudinal ranges and for other depths.
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years 76 and 116 of the PERT simulation (Figs. 6a,b), for

which daily averaged output is available.

In nonstationary simulations isopycnal transport is not

necessarily equal to diapycnal transport (Marsh et al.

2000). In addition to the isopycnal streamfunction c, one

also needs to consider the change in time of

V(f,b, t)5 r20

ð908
f

cosf0
ðl

E

l
W

ðz(l,f,b,t)
2H

dzdl df0, (3)

the volume north of the section at latitude f, and below

the surface with buoyancy b (Figs. 6c,d). A transformation

‘‘pseudo’’ streamfunction

G(f, b, t)5c(f, b, t)1
›V(f,b, t)

›t
(4)

can then be defined (Figs. 6e,f), which has the useful

property that its derivative with respect to latitude ›G/›f

gives the correct diapycnal flux of waters at latitude f.

Its derivative with respect to b, however, includes both

the isopycnal component of the transport and the rate

of volume change of waters with buoyancy between

b and b1 db, north of f. In addition,G will not be zero

at the southern boundary of a closed basin if changes in

V are nonzero; it is hence not a streamfunction in the

nondivergent sense. So, the two streamfunctions c and

G are complementary; the first provides the correct

isopycnal transport below the surface with buoyancy b,

and the second provides the diapycnal transport north

of latitude f.

In year 76, the inflation and deflation of layers only

represents a relatively small contribution to the iso-

pycnal flow, especially for potential densities exceeding

36.5 kgm23 (Fig. 6c). Hence, the isopycnal (Fig. 6a)

and transformation (Fig. 6e) streamfunctions are sim-

ilar, providing a picture of a coherent pole-to-pole

circulation, having a maximum of about 23 Sv at 538N
and s2 5 36.7 kgm23. The near-vertical contours be-

tween 608 and 658N reflect the corridor associated with

diapycnal transformation and the sinking of water to

deeper layers in the Labrador Sea. The local maximum

at 718N reflects overturning in the Nordic seas. The

relatively flat contours south and ‘‘below’’ the location

of maximum overturning represent southward flow,

which is of the same magnitude throughout the At-

lantic, indicating that diffusion-driven diapycnal flow is

relatively unimportant in the Atlantic basin.

The difference between year 116 and year 76 of the

transformation streamfunction (Fig. 6f) indicates that

the diapycnal transport north of 538N weakens by about

18 Sv. This suggests that during the PERT experiment

less and less water has access to the adiabatic pathway

as a result of less isopycnals being shared between the

Southern Ocean and northern North Atlantic, consis-

tent with the reduction of buoyancy loss and ventilation

rates over this area (Weijer et al. 2012). The changes in

convective activity between year 116 and year 76 are

also reflected in the decrease of the maximum mixed

layer density, shown as the gray lines in Figs. 6e and 6f.

The isopycnal transport is also reduced, weakening by

about 15 Sv at 538N, but only by about 10 Sv at the

southernmargin of theAtlantic (Fig. 6b). The difference

between the change in isopycnal and diapycnal trans-

ports indicates a change in the inflation and deflation of

layers of equal potential density (Fig. 6d), which is not

accounted for by the adiabatic pole-to-pole framework

(Wolfe and Cessi 2009, 2011) in which steady-state

FIG. 5. As in Fig. 4, but for the R0.1 configuration.
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FIG. 6. Annual-mean isopycnal and diapycnal transports in the Atlantic (contour interval 2 Sv) for the R0.1 configuration. (left) Year

76 of PERT and (right) the difference between year 116 and year 76. Note the change in the vertical scale at s2 5 36.0 kgm23 in (a)–(f)

(a),(b) Isopycnal streamfunction c. (c),(d) Volume tendency ›V/›t. (e),(f) Transformation streamfunction G, overlain with the year-

round maximum density of the mixed layer in the Atlantic sector, shown in dark gray for year 76 and light gray for year 116 [only in (f)].
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conditions are assumed. Despite the reduction in dis-

tance between levels of equal potential density with

37.23 . s2 . 36.9 kgm23, there is no change

in diffusion-driven diapycnal transport in this density

rangewithin the duration of the experiment (Fig. 6f). On

the other hand, the upwelling through the isopycnal

surfaces around s2 5 36.7 kgm23, occurring in the

North Atlantic subtropical gyre, is slightly weakened,

which appears compatible with the local inflation of

density layers.

It turns out that the net reduction of the trans-

formation of light to dense waters in the Atlantic is not

accompanied by a reduction of dense to light trans-

formation outside the Atlantic. In Fig. 7 we plot the

global, South Pole–referenced transformation stream-

function G0, which is defined in a similar way as G

[Eq. (4)], except that it is zero at f5 908S, rather than at

f 5 908N. It shows that in year 76 (Fig. 7a) there is

an ‘‘upward’’ cross-isopycnal transport of about 20 Sv

(and a ‘‘downward’’ transport of 4 Sv) through the s2 5
36.7 kgm23 surface in the region south of where the

Atlantic is confined by continents (348S). In year 116,

there is no change in the dense to light transformation

through this isopycnal surface (Fig. 7b). For latitudes

north of 348S, the difference between year 116 and year

76 of the global transformation streamfunction (not

shown) is not significantly different from that calculated

for the Atlantic (Fig. 6f), indicating that the changes in

diapycnal transport in the Pacific are small. In fact, in

a globally integrated sense, the reduction of North At-

lantic dense water formation causes a decrease of the

volume of dense waters, which is accommodated pri-

marily within the Atlantic (Fig. 6d), but involving the

other basins as well.

As suggested recently by Wolfe and Cessi (2009,

2011), water mass transformation theory can be used to

relate the steady-state strength of the adiabatic, in-

terhemispheric (pole to pole) overturning circulation to

the surface density distribution. This is achieved by in-

corporating the idea that Southern Ocean Ekman

transport can maintain a deep overturning circulation

in the absence of diapycnal mixing (Toggweiler and

Samuels 1995). The main suggestion is that a pole-

to-pole circulation exists, because the following two

conditions are met: 1) westerlies are present over the

Southern Ocean, which drive a thermally indirect me-

ridional flow and establish a deep stratification; and 2)

there is a set of outcropping isopycnals that are shared

between the Southern Ocean and the northern North

Atlantic, providing a deep, adiabatic pathway for the

southward return flow of North Atlantic Deep Water.

The theory can be extended by including a diabatic abys-

sal overturning cell, corresponding to Antarctic Bottom

Water (Nikurashin and Vallis 2011, 2012). While being a

very useful concept in equilibrium flows, it thus appears

that, over the time scale of the experiments considered

here, the concept of the adiabatic pole-to-pole circulation

is only of limited value in quantitatively relating local

changes in buoyancy forcing to (remote) modifications of

the basin-scale overturning circulation.

5. Evolution of the Atlantic salinity budget

We next turn to the main element of the paper, that

is, the relation between the AMOC strength and the

basinwide freshwater transport and in particular on

the role of Mov as an indicator of the salt advection

feedback.

FIG. 7. Global South Pole–referenced transformation streamfunctionG0 (contour interval 2 Sv), with the (a) results for year 76 of PERT

and the (b) difference between year 116 and year 76. As discussed in the text,G0 shows the transport relative to f 5 908S. The dark and

light gray lines indicate the year-round, global maximum density of the mixed layer in years 76 and 116, respectively.
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For POP, the freshwater budget is obtained by mul-

tiplying the salinity S equation by 21/S0, where S0 5
35 psu is a reference salinity, and integrating the result

over the Atlantic andArctic basins. Written in short, the

result is

EPR5Qt 1M1R . (5)

The left-hand side of this equation is the total evapo-

ration minus precipitation and runoff (EPR):

EPR5
r20
S0

ðð
A
FS cosf dl df , (6)

calculated as the integral of the virtual salt flux FS

(positive for a flux corresponding to evaporation) across

the surface of the Atlantic and Arctic (subscriptA). The

first term on the right-hand side of Eq. (5) represents the

change in time of the freshwater content:

Qt5
r20
S0

d

dt

ðð
A

�ð0
2H

Sdz1hS1

�
cosf dl df , (7)

where H is the depth of the ocean, S1 is the upper-layer

salinity, and h is the free surface elevation. The second

term on the right-hand side of Eq. (5) is net advection of

freshwater:

M5
2r0
S0

ðð
BS

yS cosf dz dl1
2r0
S0

ðð
348S

yS cosf dz dl ,

(8)

consisting of contributions due to advection across

Bering Strait (subscript BS) and the section between

South America and South Africa at 348S, respectively.
Parameterized subgrid-scale transports are captured by

the last term in Eq. (5), which is denoted by R because it

is not calculated explicitly, but diagnosed as the residual

in the freshwater equation.

For the x1 configuration, the mean value of EPR

equals 0.37 Sv in REF and is 20.13 Sv in PERT, as ex-

pected. The mean value of Qt in the REF simulation is

about 5 3 1023 Sv, indicating that the integrated fresh-

water budget is close to steady state. In the PERT ex-

periment, Qt . 20.5 Sv (not shown), meaning that the

overall freshening of the basin is smaller than what is

expected solely from the freshwater perturbation. The

main reason for this is thatM decreases in time (Fig. 8a).

In REF, the mean value of M is 0.33 Sv, while in PERT

its annual-mean values decrease to 0.29 Sv after 45 yr

and further to 0.23 Sv after 100 yr. The implication is that

the change in M in the PERT simulation partly offsets

the original perturbation. The residual term is relatively

small (the mean value ofR in REF is 0.03 Sv) and is only

modestly affected by the freshwater perturbation (not

shown).

In the following, let D denote a difference between

PERTandREF, such that for a variableX,DX5XPERT2
XREF. Noting that DM , 0 arises due to differences be-

tween PERT and REF in the velocity and salinity fields at

Bering Strait and at the section at 348S, the question is to

what degree DM can be attributed to the change in over-

turning strength at 348S. To analyze this issue, some further

notation needs to be introduced. First, let f̂ denote the

section average of a function f (l, f, z, t) at f 5 348S:

f̂ 5

�ð
348S

dz dl

�21ð
348S

f dz dl . (9)

FIG. 8. (a) Net advective contribution to the freshwater budget M [Eq. (8)] for the x1 configuration for REF and

PERT. (b) The quantity DM (black), the difference between REF and PERT of net advection of freshwater pre-

sented in (a). This difference is decomposed into a contributionDM
*
(red) due to the advection of the salinity of REF

(SREF) by the difference zonally integrated velocity (DF348S) and a remainder DMR(blue).
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Second, we use h f i to indicate the zonal mean of f :

h f i(z)5
 ðl

E

l
W

dl

!21 ðl
E

l
W

f dl , (10)

where the integral is evaluated at f 5 348S. Finally, the
divergence-free transport per unit depth is defined as

F348S(z)5 r0 cosf

ðl
E

l
W

hyi(z)2 ŷ dl , (11)

again evaluated at f5 348S. Note that the integral over

depth of F348S vanishes, so that F348S is only associated

with net tracer transport if the zonal-mean tracer concen-

tration varies with depth. Because the section-integrated

transport in the Atlantic Ocean is relatively small (about

1Sv) compared to the AMOC (C) as defined in Eq. (1),

F348S is roughly equal to the negative of the vertical de-

rivative of C at 348S.
We now identify the part of DM that is associated with

changes in the AMOC strength with

DM*5

ð0
2H

2DF348S(z)3
hSREFi(z)

S0
dz , (12)

and denote the remainder by DMR5DM2DM
*
. Based

on this decomposition, it appears that the reduction of

M in PERT can to a large degree be attributed to the

change in AMOC strength, since the annual-mean

values of DMR are relatively small (Fig. 8b).

As suggested by Huisman et al. (2010), DM
*
can be

related to a characteristic of the unperturbed reference

simulation, because

DF348S(z)’2j(t)FREF
348S (z) , (13)

with some j(t) . 0 being a function of time only. This

relation also appears to hold true for the experiments

described here (not shown). As a result, DM*’2j(t)

MREF
ov , where

Mov5
2r0
S0

ð
348S

(hyi2 ŷ)hSi cosf dz dl (14)

is the freshwater transport associated with the AMOC.

The mean value of Mov in the REF simulation equals

0.14 Sv. The fact that it is positive is hence consistent

with DM
*
being negative.

We continue by investigating whether the salt advec-

tion feedback has a similar signature in the R0.1 config-

uration. In the REF run the net evaporation across

the Atlantic and Arctic basins (EPR) is about 0.32 Sv

(Fig. 9a). As expected, EPR is about 0.5 Sv smaller in the

PERT simulation, but it also shows gradual changes in

time that can be attributed to the response of evapora-

tion to temperature changes. In contrast to the x1 case,

the effect of advection on the freshwater balance ap-

pears to be similar in both experiments (Fig. 9b). Pos-

sibly, there is a difference in M between PERT and

REF, but if so, it is entirely masked by interannual

variability. The freshwater tendency Qt varies around

zero in the unperturbed case, but roughly equals20.5 Sv

in the PERT experiment (Fig. 9c). For the R0.1 config-

uration, the advective salt fluxes were not saved during

run time. Therefore, M is calculated from monthly-

averaged model output, which means that the con-

tribution due to within-month variations of y and S is

neglected. The resulting errors are part of the residualR.

However, its mean value is small in both REF and

PERT (Fig. 9d). In addition, the typical variations of R

are similar in the two experiments. So, this analysis

shows that the extra freshwater input in PERT is totally

compensated by storage within the Atlantic and Arctic

basins.

To evaluate the significance of the AMOC reduction

in PERT for the net advection of freshwater, we apply

the same decomposition as in the above, DM 5 DM
*
1

DMR (Fig. 10a). The variability in DM is clearly domi-

nated by the remainder DMR, and it has an amplitude

that is significantly stronger than the mean of the

AMOC contribution DM
*
. The latter is of comparable

magnitude as in the x1 case, but of opposite sign during

most of the simulation, despite the fact that the forcing is

similar in the two configurations. This means that the

effect of the AMOC, if any, is to enhance the original

freshwater perturbation. It should be noted that in the

upper part of the water column hSREFi(z) is slightly in-

creasing in time. At the surface, its annual-mean value

increases by about 0.1 psu over the course of the simu-

lation. However, this has hardly any impact on the

evolution of DM
*
; almost the same result is obtained

when using the simulation-mean value of hSREFi(z)
rather than monthly averages.

According to the theory proposed by Huisman et al.

(2010), the fact that DM
*
is positive during most of the

simulation should be reflected inMov being negative for

the REF simulation. However, as illustrated in Fig. 10b,

a complication arises because Mov is evolving over the

course of the REF simulation. It is positive at the start of

the run, but decreases to values around and below zero.

This change occurs despite the absence of a clear trend

in the AMOC strength at 348S (Fig. 3b). If, instead of

using monthly averages for hSREFi(z), the simulation-

mean value of hSREFi(z) is used in the equation for Mov
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[Eq. (14)], the result is almost constant in time and has

a mean of 0.023Sv, which is positive rather than negative.

Whereas the increase in upper-ocean salinities hardly

influenced the evolution of DM
*
, they are the main

reason for the decrease of MREF
ov . These results imply

that in the R0.1 configuration, DF348S(z) is not simply

proportional to FREF
348S (z). In other words, the relation

expressed by Eq. (13), which is an important element

FIG. 9. Contributions to the freshwater budget expressed by Eq. (5) for the R0.1 configuration for REF and PERT:

(a) EPR, (b) M, (c) Qt, and (d) R.

FIG. 10. (a) As in Fig. 8b, but for the R0.1 configuration. For the black and blue lines, the thin lines indicating the

1-yr root-mean-square deviation are omitted to avoid overloading the figure. (b) Overturning freshwater transport as

in Eq. (14) for REF and PERT.
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of the theory that supports the relevance of Mov as a

stability indicator, does not hold.

In the PERT simulation, the change in upper-ocean

salinities is even stronger than in REF, with surface

values of hSPERTi increasing by about 0.2 psu. This effect
is more important than the reduction of the AMOC,

which is reflected by DM
*
, as discussed above. As a re-

sult, the reduction of Mov in PERT is stronger than in

REF. The conclusion regarding the fact that DMov, 0 is

hence somewhat counterintuitive: whereas the total ef-

fect of Mov is to partly offset the original freshwater

perturbation, this is due to the change in the zonal-mean

salinity profile, rather than the result of the reduction of

the AMOC.

The impact of the freshwater perturbation is not limited

to the overturning component of the zonally integrated

circulation, but also affects the section-integrated

horizontal transport. Because long-term tendencies of

area-integrated sea surface height (SSH) are negli-

gible compared to the section-integrated transport, its

annual-mean value is nearly independent of latitude and

hence equal to the annual-mean transport through

Bering Strait (Fig. 11). The reduction of the Bering

Strait transport in PERT is caused by an increase in SSH

in the Arctic (not shown), which leads to a reduction of

the pressure gradient across the strait. As in Hu et al.

(2012), the changes in the SSH field result from dynamic

processes that occur in response to the freshwater per-

turbation, which by itself does not represent a source of

additional volume, as it is implemented as a virtual salt

flux.

The divergence of freshwater advection associated

with the section-integrated transport is given by (Drijfhout

et al. 2011)

MDBS 5
2r0
S0

ð
BS

yS cosf dz dl1
2r0
S0

ð
348S

ŷŜ cosf dz dl .

(15)

Figure 12a shows that the within-year root-mean-square

deviations of MDBS are much stronger than its annual-

mean values, so that care must be taken in interpreting

the difference between the two simulations. Because

short-term changes in the salinity field are small (rela-

tive to S0), the large intra-annual variability is mainly

caused by the variations in the Bering Strait transport

(Fig. 11) and the sectionwide transport at 348S, which
are not fully correlated to each other on the time scale

of 1 month. Because an imbalance between the two

transports cannot persist indefinitely (a difference of 1 Sv

roughly corresponds a sea level change of 1mmday21 in

the Atlantic basin), the interannual variability ofMDBS is

much smaller than the within-year variability. In theREF

FIG. 11. Northward transport through Bering Strait for the R0.1

configuration for REF and PERT.

FIG. 12. Net freshwater advection (a) associated with the section-integrated transport [Eq. (15)] and (b) due to zonal

variations of velocity and salinity [Eq. (17)] for REF and PERT.
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simulation, there appears to be no indication of changes

on the time scale of the experiment. The mean value of

MDBS in REF is 0.07 Sv, roughly consistent with a mean

section-integrated transport of 0.96Sv and a mean salin-

ity contrast between Bering Strait and 348S of 2.8 psu. In

contrast to the results for Mov, the evolution of MDBS is

consistent with what is expected from the change of the

velocity structure. The long-term reduction of Bering

Strait transport (Fig. 11) in PERT indeed causes less

freshwater to be deposited in the Atlantic; although the

effect can only be distinguished from the interannual

variability toward the end of the simulation (Fig. 12a). As

in the results of Hu et al. (2012), the response of the

sectionwide transport to the enhanced GrIS melting thus

appears to oppose the freshening induced directly by the

perturbation.

So far, we have discussed two contributions to the net

advection of freshwater M [Eq. (8)]. As detailed in

Drijfhout et al. (2011), a third contribution can be de-

fined (denoted by Maz), which is related to zonal varia-

tions of velocity and salinity that arise from the gyre

circulation and eddies, such that

M5Mov 1MDBS 1Maz . (16)

Here, the expressions for the contributions are given,

respectively, by Eqs. (14), (15), and by

Maz5
2r0
S0

ð
348S

y0S0 cosf dz dl , (17)

where we used f 0 5 f2 h fi to denote the deviation from

the zonal mean of a function f. The changes of MDBS in

PERT and of Mov both in REF and PERT, occurring

over the course of the integration, are of comparable

magnitude to the typical interannual variations of the

total advective freshwater convergence M (Fig. 9b).

Consistent with the finding that M seems to be constant

in both experiments, Fig. 12b suggests (at least for PERT)

that Maz is increasing in time to compensate for the de-

crease of the other two contributions. Compared to the

long-term change, however, the interannual variability of

Maz is rather strong. As a consequence, we have been

unable to find a satisfactory explanation for this result,

which should link the evolution of Maz to changes in the

zonal structure of the velocity and salinity field at 348S.

6. Summary and discussion

We presented results from two 45-yr simulations of

the strongly eddying global POP model, one reference

simulation (REF) and one simulation in which an ex-

treme, integrated freshwater perturbation of 0.5 Sv due

to Greenland Ice Sheet melting was prescribed (PERT).

For comparison, results from a corresponding set of

simulations with POP configured at low horizontal res-

olution were provided. The two versions of the model

show a quantitatively similar response of the basinwide

circulation to the freshwater perturbation.Our objective

was to compare the signature of the salt advection

feedback between the two configurations. Although this

feedback is of secondary importance for the evolution of

the AMOC in these short-duration experiments, be-

cause of the large amplitude of the forcing its expression

could still be studied. Clearly, the simulations should not

be considered as a realistic scenario for present-day

climate change, for which a 0.1-Sv perturbation would

already be seen as catastrophic. However, 0.5 Sv may be

considered as an upper bound of the total freshwater

input associated with a typical Heinrich event during the

last glacial period (Roche et al. 2004).

The salt advection feedback is thought to be re-

sponsible for a strong sensitivity of the ocean to fresh-

water forcing and may lead to abrupt transitions due

to the existence of multiple steady states (Bryan 1986;

Rahmstorf 1996, 2000). One of the simplest represen-

tations of the salt advection feedback is provided by the

two-box model of Stommel (1961), which suggests that

the following three conditions are important for the

feedback to operate: 1) the large-scale flow is pro-

portional to a meridional density gradient; 2) the large-

scale flow carries heat and freshwater, affecting that

density gradient; and 3) the boundary conditions are

such that temperature anomalies are damped out much

quicker than salinity anomalies, so that the flow has

a stronger control over the salinity gradient than over

the temperature gradient. In this paper, we framed the

presentation of the results around the first two of these

conditions.

Although counterexamples have been provided (De

Boer et al. 2010), there are several results from coarse-

resolution models that indicate that the strength of the

AMOC is proportional to the north–south difference in

density (Rahmstorf 1996; Dijkstra 2008) or pressure

(Griesel and Maqueda 2006). In agreement with these

studies and condition 1, a positive correlation between

annual-mean values of the AMOC strength and the

potential density contrast (Ds0) was established for

the x1 configuration. However, in the R0.1 version of the

model, the correlation was found to be weak and of

opposite sign.

The R0.1 results were further analyzed using water

mass transformation theory. In the PERT experiment

the density range with outcropping isopycnals is reduced

in the North Atlantic, both directly due to the enhanced

runoff from Greenland, but also as a result of the
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shallowing of the mixed layer and the associated weak-

ening of buoyancy loss in the Labrador Sea. As a result,

the rate of light to dense transformation is strongly re-

duced in the region around 608N (Fig. 6f). However, the

local change in diapycnal transport does not correspond

quantitatively to the change in isopycnal flow at other

latitudes in the Atlantic (Fig. 6b). This is explained by

the fact that, over the time scale of the experiment, no

compensating reduction in dense to light transformation

is established elsewhere in ocean. As a result, the amount

of densewater is continuously decreasing, both inside and

outside the Atlantic. Although eventually a new quasi

equilibrium could be reached under sustained freshwater

forcing, none of the results presented show a sign of

leveling off at the end of the 45-yr integration.

Through comparison of the x1 and the R0.1 simula-

tions, we found that the changes in the basinwide cir-

culation lead to a different response in net advective

freshwater convergence in the Atlantic basin. In the x1

configuration, the results appeared to be consistent with

condition 2, as illustrated in Fig. 8. In addition, we found

support thatMov, which is positive in these experiments,

is a relevant indicator of the stability of the AMOC, in

accordance with the conclusions of Rahmstorf (1996)

and Huisman et al. (2010). In the strongly eddying

model, on the other hand, the effect of the AMOC on

the freshwater budget was found to be small compared

to typical interannual variations in the total net advec-

tion of freshwater (Figs. 9 and 10). Furthermore, the

effect appeared inconsistent with the sign of the stability

indicatorMov. In addition toMov, we found that the net

freshwater advection is determined by the contribution

associated with the section-integrated transport (MDBS)

and that due to zonal variations in salinity and velocity

(Maz). However, we were unable to establish a func-

tional relationship between these contributions and the

freshwater perturbation.

In the simulations described here, and in Weijer et al.

(2012), sea surface salinity is not restored to climatology,

allowing the circulation to have a stronger impact on

salinity than on temperature. The sea surface tempera-

ture (SST) field is not fixed, though. This means that,

since bulk formulae are used to calculate evaporation,

the surface freshwater flux may respond to changes in

the circulation. This effect is indeed observed in the R0.1

PERTexperiment (Fig. 9a). Results fromanother coarse-

resolution model suggest that atmospheric feedbacks

modify the sensitivity of the circulation to freshwater

perturbations only quantitatively (DenToom et al. 2012).

If, however, the basin-scale salt advection feedback is

insignificant in eddying models, feedbacks operating

through atmospheric processes could be relatively im-

portant for the behavior of the coupled ocean–atmosphere

system. It may therefore be necessary to incorporate a

dynamical atmosphere to accurately assess climate system

response to a strong freshwater anomaly from Green-

land. Similarly, the incorporation of a dynamical ice

model might lead to qualitatively different results than

presented here.

From the ocean-only simulations as carried out here

with the different versions of the POP model, we con-

clude that the response of theAtlanticOcean circulation

to freshwater perturbations differs in an important as-

pect: the transient net freshwater advection by the

overturning at the southern boundary of the Atlantic,

which forms a central element in the salt advection

feedback (Huisman et al. 2010), has an opposite sign in

the low- and high-resolution versions of the model. This

may have far-reaching consequences regarding the value

of stability indicators based on the Atlantic freshwater

budget (De Vries and Weber 2005; Huisman et al. 2010;

Drijfhout et al. 2011), the existence of a multiple equi-

libria regime of the AMOC (Rahmstorf 1996), and the

theories of rapid climate transitions in the past (Alley

et al. 2003).
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